
arrows above the flute part point up and down. In Pure F Major the 3rd scale degree is 
adjusted -13.7 cents down from equal and the 5th scale degree is adjusted +2 cents up from 
equal. Singing the exercise along with the Harmony Director is an effective way to allow the 
students to become accustomed to the adjustments. Do not get caught up in the math with the 
students. Use phrases such as “slight adjustment” (1 arrow) and “significant adjustment” (2 
arrows). Try to avoid phrases like “play it slightly sharp” or “very flat”. Do not confuse tuning 
with a tuner and tempering with your ears. Encourage students to “let their ears guide them.”


PUTTING IT TOGETHER! 

Tempering is both a horizontal and vertical concept. By using a triad in any key, you can help 
students understand their role and how to adjust their pitch within a specific chord. The same 
concept applies here as it did in the melodic exercise. In Pure F Major students who play the 
the third would adjust down towards the root (-13.7 cents) and students who play the 5th 
would adjust slightly up away from the root. (+2 cents). Because the Harmony Director can 
switch quickly between equal and pure temperaments you can allow the students to hear the 
“beats” of an unadjusted triad versus the clarity of an adjusted triad.  

In all exercises involving the Harmony Director and tempering, the most important tool the 
students can use is their ears. Singing every exercise you play and every excerpt of music you 
perform is the quickest way to develop this skill in your students. 


GOING FURTHER… 

As you become comfortable with simple exercises involving the Harmony Director and 
tempering, you will begin to see how it correlates with your concert literature. Find those places 
where you need to isolate specific chords or melodic content in a phrase and unlock the 
incredible power of the Harmony Director and your student’s ears! 


Michael Pote

Director of Bands, Carmel High School

Yamaha Master Educator Initiative 


All exercise excerpts included in this article are from “Ensemble: an integrated approach to the Yamaha Harmony 
Director”. Contact Fannin Music Productions for more information: fanninmusic.com  
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